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PURPOSE 

This report is to consider the comments made during the consultation period for the 
review of the Statement of Licensing Policy with respect to Hackney Carriage and 
Private Hire Vehicles, Drivers and Private Hire Operators (“the Policy”). 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. That Members consider whether further changes should be made to the 
Policy approved at the previous Licensing and Regulation Committee on 19 
January 2017, in view of the comments received and shown in Appendices 1 
and 2. 

2. That, if changes are made, that the amended Policy be subject to further 
public consultation. 

3. That in view of the conflicting comments in relation to vehicles, and a need for 
officers to carry out a full review of licensed vehicles in relation to the 
Council’s Air Quality Action Plan, that the Policy is agreed as a draft apart 
from sections 5 and 6 in relation to Hackney Carriage and Private Hire 
Vehicles where no changes be made until a further review of the Policy is 
carried out.  
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IMPLICATIONS: 
 
1 COUNCIL STRATEGY OUTCOME  

1.1 This report relates to the Active Communities outcome; seeking to ensure 
public safety for people who use the taxi and private hire service.  

2 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

2.1 The cost of reviewing the Council’s Policy is covered by existing budgets. 

3 LEGAL AND PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS  

3.1 It is expected that each local authority produces and regularly reviews its 
Policy which provides guidance to applicants, licence holders and authorised 
officers. The changes to the Policy are considered relevant in seeking to 
ensure the safety of the public using taxis and private hire vehicles, taking into 
consideration changes to legislation.  
 

3.2 The Council’s Policy could be challenged by Judicial Review, as is the case 
with any of the Council’s policies, on the basis that the decision-making 
process was flawed or the decision was illegal or irrational.  However, the 
proposed amendments are considered by officers to be justified and 
procedurally lawful for the reasons set out in the Supporting Information below 
and therefore an application for Judicial Review is considered to be unlikely. 

 
4 WORKFORCE IMPLICATIONS  

4.1 None 

5 PROPERTY AND ASSET IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 None  

6 CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION  

6.1 Full public consultation took place between 2 February 2017 and 2 March 
2017. The consultation was available on the taxi and private hire page and 
Consultation Hub on Council’s website. 

6.2 All of Winchester’s licensed hackney carriage and private hire drivers were 
directly consulted, either by email or letter. 

6.3 The following support groups were contacted with a summary below: 

a) WACA / Community First (now merged) – no response received. 

b) Healthwatch Hampshire – an officer had a brief telephone discussion 
with Madeline Close, Voluntary & Community Sector and Diverse 
Communities Officer, who explained that there would likely be 
conflicting responses due to the different types of wheelchair but 
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considered that the number of passengers travelling with a wheelchair 
user should not be reduced as often they have to travel with a carer 
and family member, depending on their disability. No written response 
received. 

c) Scope – written response received from Shirley Kenneally which 
summarises comments received from Executives or Contact Members, 
details are contained in Appendix 2.  

d) Disabled People’s Voice Hampshire – no response received. 

e) Age Concern - no response received. 

f) Age UK - no response received. 

g) MS Society - no response received. 

7 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

7.1 As part of the Council’s commitment to the Air Quality Action Plan, a full 
review of the Policy is proposed for later this year so that officers can carry 
out a full investigation of the low-emission vehicles available to buy, set 
proposals about the way in which the Licensing Authority will control current 
licensed vehicles and make recommendations about what the Policy for newly 
licensed vehicles should be.  

7.2 Understandably, comments have been received during the consultation period 
for the current review of the Policy requesting that the Council takes 
immediate action to amend the Policy in relation to air quality. Members 
should consider whether to propose additional changes to the current Policy 
which must then be the subject of further consultation or whether to consider 
sections 5 and 6 of the Policy in relation to hackney carriage and private hire 
vehicles at a future meeting of the Licensing and Regulation Committee. 

8 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

8.1 As described in section 6 above, several support groups were consulted on 
the current review of the Policy. Written comments were received from 
Winchester & District Scope as shown in Appendix 2. 

8.2 The overriding view of wheelchair users who have responded to Scope object 
to the proposal that wheelchair accessible hackney carriages must be capable 
of carrying a wheelchair bound passenger and one other person. The current 
Policy requires that a hackney carriage vehicle must be capable of carrying a 
wheelchair bound passenger and a minimum of three other passengers.  
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9 RISK MANAGEMENT 

Risk  Mitigation Opportunities 
Property N/A 

 
 

Community Support Support groups have been 
formally consulted during 
the consultation period 
(see section 6 above). 

 

Timescales The Council already has a 
Policy in place which is 
valid until the reviewed 
Policy takes effect.  

 

Project capacity N/A  
Financial / VfM N/A  
Legal The Policy could be 

challenged by Judicial 
Review but as the 
Council’s decision-making 
process is lawful a 
challenge is considered 
unlikely. 

 

Innovation  New knowledge test 
software has been 
purchased to improve the 
way in which applicants 
take the test and to be 
more efficient to reduce 
officer time marking paper 
tests. 

Reputation  The review of the Policy 
follows a Vanguard review 
of the Taxi and Private 
Hire Service. During the 
consultation period, 
comments have been 
raised regarding 
emissions and air quality. 
The Head of 
Environmental Health and 
Licensing intends to carry 
out a full review of the 
current hackney carriage 
and private hire fleet and 
future Policy in line with 
the Council’s Air Quality 
Action Plan (AQAP). 

Other N/A  
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION: 

10 Reason for the review 

10.1 This review of the Policy was prompted by an assessment of the taxi and 
private hire service using the Vanguard method. Vanguard looks at policy and 
processes to focus on the customer (in this case, the public using licensed 
vehicles) and allowing the licensed drivers and operators to provide the best 
service with minimal unnecessary barriers, but without breaking the law. 

10.2 To avoid a delay in what officers consider important changes to the Policy, it 
was considered that the changes in relation to air quality should be 
considered at a later Licensing and Regulation Committee meeting as there is 
a large amount of work to be carried out as described in section 7.1. 

11 Proposed changes / responses 

11.1 Report LR 490 which was considered at the previous Licensing and 
Regulation Committee proposed that the Policy be amended as shown by 
tracked changes in the Appendix. The main proposed changes are listed 
below with comments received during the consultation period: 

a) Increase the age of hackney carriage vehicles when first licensed from 
three years from the date of registration to five years from the date of 
registration. 

Response: Mr John Boardman, a licensed driver, is opposed to this 
change as detailed in Appendix 1. WinACC have also opposed this 
changed and suggested that this should be reduced to vehicles no 
more than one year old when first licensed.   

b) Remove the need for a vehicle (hackney carriage or private hire) older 
than six years to be inspected prior to the vehicle being tested at a 
nominated testing station prior to renewal. The vehicle would be 
inspected at renewal and whilst officers are carrying out compliance 
checks. 

Response: There have been no comments received on this change.  

c) Amend the requirement for wheelchair accessible vehicles to be able to 
carry a wheelchair and, at the same time, a minimum of three 
passengers, to a wheelchair and one other passenger. To also amend 
the need to be able to carry at least five passengers together at any 
other time, to at least four passengers at any other time. 

Response: Comments received from Winchester & District Scope from 
Executives and Contact Members have opposed this change as they 
feel it would be very limiting for wheelchair users to only have one 
passenger travelling with them in a hackney carriage. Some wheelchair 
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bound passengers may require a carer to travel with them and would 
like a family member to also accompany them on their journey.  

d) To include the requirements of the Immigration Act 2016 which took 
effect from 1 December 2016 for all applicants of a Hackney Carriage 
and/or Private Hire Driver’s Licence and Private Hire Operator’s 
Licence to provide documentation to prove that they have the “right to 
work” in the UK. 

Response: There have been no comments received on this change. 

e) Remove the requirement for applicants of a Hackney Carriage and/or 
Private Hire Driver’s licence to complete a mandate to check their 
driving licence details via the DVLA.  

Response: There have been no comments received on this change. 

f) To introduce the requirement for all applicants for a Hackney Carriage 
and/or Private Hire Driver’s Licence to pass a knowledge test. The 
requirements of the test and modules will depend on the type of work 
being carried out, which may depend on the Private Hire Operator. 
Where applicants are only licensed to carry out school contracts or 
carry disabled passengers, only modules relevant to their work will be 
required.  The knowledge test will not need to be undertaken by these 
applicants if the contracting authority carries out their own assessment. 
The applicant must provide evidence that they have passed any 
required test.  

Response: Mr Andrew Watt, a licensed private hire operator and driver 
made comments in relation to the proposed changes. Mr Watt was 
concerned that all applicants would be required to pass a knowledge 
test which involved learning how to get from A to B in Winchester. In 
response to Mr Watt’s email, it has been explained that there is no 
intention to require all applicants to pass the section of the test in 
relation to Winchester town centre, but that officers consider that all 
applicants should pass a section on subjects such as the Highway 
Code, policy and conditions and safeguarding. A copy of the email 
communication can be found in Appendix 1. 

g) To authorise the Head of Environmental Health & Licensing to 
determine which modules of the knowledge test must be taken and 
passed by current licence holders, where it is necessary to ensure that 
they are a fit and proper person and in the interests of public safety. In 
future this is likely to include safeguarding and disability awareness 
modules.  

Response: There have been no comments received on this change. 
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12 Other comments received 

12.1 As described in section 7.2, comments have been received in relation to 
emissions and air quality. The main comments are summarised below: 

a) Proposal by Mrs Hazel Agombar that the Policy includes a clause that 
vehicle idling is an offence under the Road Traffic Act 1988. The 
Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle Conditions state that; 
Within the air quality management area in the City Centre, drivers shall 
minimise the running of vehicle engines when waiting for a passenger. 
This was agreed by the Licensing and Regulation Committee on 
16 January 2014.  

b) WinACC also referred to vehicle idling and proposes that this be 
prohibited for all licensed vehicles. 

c) WinACC supported the proposal to reduce the number of passengers 
travelling with wheelchair bound passengers as this could reduce the 
size of vehicles, which would assist with the reduction of emissions. 
This does however conflict with the views of wheelchair users, as 
described in section 11.1(c). The Council adopted the Policy to require 
all new hackney carriage vehicles to be wheelchair accessible to 
comply with the then Disability Discrimination Act 1995, now Equality 
Act 2010. 

d) WinACC also suggested that the minimum engine size be reduced, 
that there is an immediate prohibition of diesel engines, “positive 
encouragement for electric or other zero tailpipe technologies” and a 
maximum limit on emissions testing. 

e) Friends of the Earth, Winchester provided a comprehensive view of 
transport in Winchester. In relation to the Policy, Mr Gillham has 
proposed that the Council Policy timetables a programme of reducing 
both carbon and toxic emissions from the vehicle fleet. Mr Gillham also 
questions if the Council’s Policy should continue to require wheelchair 
accessible vehicles as hackney carriages due to the size of the 
vehicles and likely large emissions. As referred to in 12.1(c) above, this 
conflicts with the view of wheelchair users and the Licensing Authority’s 
commitment to promote compliance with the Equality Act 2010.  

f) Although received just outside of the consultation period, a response 
has been received from a wheelchair user, specifically responding to 
officer’s seeking to obtain the views of wheelchair users regarding side 
and/or rear loading in hackney carriage vehicles. In their reply, they 
explain that due to accessibility from the kerb and for safety reasons, 
side loading is acceptable. They also comment that rear loading 
sometimes causes difficultly when getting off the road as there are not 
always conveniently located drop kerbs. The full response can be 
found at Appendix 2. 
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13 Conclusion 

13.1 Due to the various comments received in relation to air quality, Officers 
consider that to avoid delaying other important changes proposed (which in 
the main have not been commented on), that the Policy is agreed as 
proposed in report LR 490, with the exception of sections 5 and 6 in relation to 
Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicles and that no changes be made to 
sections 5 and 6 until a further review of the Policy is carried out. This will 
then allow time for a full investigation of available vehicles; allow the Council’s 
final Air Quality Action Plan to be agreed; to consider other local authorities’ 
policies in relation to emissions and consult with the trade before proposing 
major changes to the Policy on new and current hackney carriage and private 
hire vehicles. This would then be brought before the Licensing and Regulation 
Committee for consideration followed by a full public consultation.  

 
14 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED AND REJECTED  

14.1 None 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:- 

Previous Committee Reports:- 

LR 490 - Review of Statement of Licensing Policy with respect to Hackney Carriage 
and Private Hire Vehicles, Drivers and Private Hire Operators – 19 January 2017 

LR 462 - Statement of Licensing policy with respect to Hackney and Private Hire 
Vehicles, Drivers and Private Hire Operators – 14 January 2016 (update following 
consultation) 

LR 454 - Statement of Licensing policy with respect to Hackney and Private Hire 
Vehicles, Drivers and Private Hire Operators – 8 October 2015 

LR 400 - Review of Policy for Licensing Private Hire Vehicles – update following 
consultation – 10 December 2012 

LR 396 – Review of Policy for Licensing Private Hire Vehicles – 11 October 2012 

LR 371 - Statement of Licensing policy with respect to Hackney and Private Hire 
Vehicles, Drivers and Private Hire Operators – 10 November 2011 (minor 
amendments) 

LR 363 - Statement of Licensing policy with respect to Hackney and Private Hire 
Vehicles, Drivers and Private Hire Operators – 28 March 2011 

LR 331 - Statement of Licensing policy with respect to Hackney and Private Hire 
Vehicles, Drivers and Private Hire Operators – 25 January 2011 
 
 
 

http://www.winchester.gov.uk/meetings/details/1554
http://www.winchester.gov.uk/meetings/details/1431
http://www.winchester.gov.uk/meetings/details/1429/
http://www.winchester.gov.uk/meetings/details/1154
http://www.winchester.gov.uk/meetings/details/1051
http://www.winchester.gov.uk/meetings/details/1014
http://www.winchester.gov.uk/meetings/details/972
http://www.winchester.gov.uk/meetings/details/841
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Other Background Documents:- 

None 

 APPENDICES: 

Appendix 1   Comments received from licensed Hackney Carriage and  
   Private Hire Drivers 

Appendix 2   Comments received from community groups / public 
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